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Ibuprofen (IBP) and paracetamol (PCM) are widely used and prescribed two drugs for particularly their effects 
in reducing pain and fever. For enhanced pain relief, combinations of IBP and PCM are considered another option 
rather than taken each drug alone. In the scope of this work, the possible structural interaction edges, some 
important electronic properties and the binding energy evaluations of the IBP&PCM system were examined with 
density functional theory (DFT) and quantum theory of atoms in molecules (QTAIM). Further, all the 
configurations were subjected to biological activity evaluations. It was observed that hydrogen bonding 
interactions are possible for the examined drug couple and configuration 4 is the most stable form whereas C1 
and C6 are better inhibitors. Therefore, possible advantages and disadvantages or possible side effects must be 
taken into account before combining these two important drug molecules.   
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Introduction 

Ibuprofen and paracetamol are widely prescribed two 
drugs all over the world. IBP is known as a nonsteroidal 
anti-inflammatory drug and is extensively prescribed for 
the treatment of pain and inflammation [1, 2]. IBP is 
bound and transported in blood plasma with the help of 
proteins and particularly through human serum albumin 
[3]. Although they have different action mechanisms, PCM 
is also used for its analgesic, antipyretic and anti-
inflammatory activities [4, 5]. In various cases such as 
postoperative pain, dysmenorrhoea and musculoskeletal 
pain the combination of IBP and PCM appeared as an 
effective treatment method [6-10].  

At the theoretical level, DFT provides useful 
information about the structural properties of different 
types of molecular systems [11-13]. QTAIM has been 
widely used to analyze the real space functions and nature 
of interactions in various molecular systems, and to 
classify and understand bonding interactions in terms of a 
quantum mechanical parameter as electron density at the 
bond critical points [12-15]. Moreover, natural bond 
orbital (NBO) analysis provides an efficient technique for 
the study of hydrogen bonding interactions. It also offers 
a convenient basis for investigating charge transfer or 
conjugative interactions in molecular systems [11, 12, 16, 
17]. 

Taking the advantages of DFT method, it is possible to 
find out the most possible structural energy 

configurations and interaction sites of the examined 
molecular systems. In the framework of this work, the 
interaction mechanisms and type of the interaction 
between IBP and PCM were investigated. The way they 
interacted and the molecular structures they build are 
considered important parameters for their effective 
treatment procedure. The blood plasma is the 
combination of large numbers of molecules which 
appears as a major limitation of this work. However, the 
possibility of IBP and PCM interaction should not be 
underestimated. 

 

Computational Methods 
 

IBP and PCM were first optimized by imposing no 
geometrical restrictions. Vibrational frequency 
calculations were carried out as well to see that the 
structures converged to a certain minimum. If any 
imaginary frequencies were observed at the end of 
vibrational frequency calculations, optimization 
procedures were repeated by applying small geometrical 
changes to the parts of the molecules where the 
imaginary frequencies were observed. Initial geometry 
configurations are very important to reach the correct 
optimum geometrical configurations at the end of the 
calculations [18]. Therefore, taking into account the 
previously reported works, ─OH, ─C=O and ─NH of IBP and 
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PCM were selected as possible interaction sites [19, 20]. Six possible 
configurations were built with GaussView visualization program 
[21]. After building the structures, they were optimized in the way 
as it was mentioned above. The resultant optimized structures are 
given in Figures 1-6. 

The binding energy calculations (Eb) between IBP and PCM 
were calculated as follows [22]: 

Eb = EIBP&PCM ─ (EIBP + EPCM) 
In the given equation, EIBP&PCM, EIBP and EPCM are the optimized 
energies of the related structures. In the resultant Eb values, the 
basis sets superposition errors (BSSE) were also taken into account 
and calculated with the counterpoise correction method [23, 24]. 

The strength and the nature of possible bonding interaction 
sites of IBP and PCM were examined based on the QTAIM 
evaluations [14, 15]. In order to carry out a quantitative investigation 
of charge distributions and further understanding of the nature of 
interactions, NBO analyses were also performed [16, 17]. 

For the molecular optimizations of the structures from C1 to C6, 
the B3LYP method and 6-31G(d) basis set which yield widely 
acceptable results were used [25, 26]. Multiwfn program was 
employed for the calculations of topological parameters [14]. 
Finally, all the optimization and vibrational frequency calculations 
were carried out with Gaussian program [27]. The physicochemical 
properties and druglikeness of IBP…PCM were predicted by using 
the SwissADME website (http://swissadme.ch) [28]. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Results and Discussion 
 

In this part, all the possible conformers undertaken in this work 
were examined briefly taking into account the binding energies and 
structural properties. This is followed by the discussion of structure 
& biological activity relation and electronic properties. 

 

Conformer C1 
The optimized structure and the interaction sites for IBP and 

PCM for C1 are given in Figure 1. NBO charges of +0.242 / -0.692 for 
–CH / –OH and +0.507 / -0.612 for –OH / -C=O make the interaction 
possible for the examined conformer C1. Here NBO charges belong 
to the atoms given in bold letters. Eb energies were found as -7.38 
and -5.09 kcal/mol, respectively. It is seen that in the water media 
the strength of the interaction lowered compared to gas phase 
calculations. 
Some important topological parameters of bond critical points 
(BCPs) in the examined IBP&PCM system are given in Table 1. In 
Figure 1, the molecular topography map of the system is given. In 
the given map, illustrated lines show bond paths. In C1, two possible 
intermolecular hydrogen bondings were proposed. The first one is 
between hydrogen atom of the –CH in the ring of PCM and the 
oxygen atom of –OH in IBP. The calculated intermolecular hydrogen 
bonding energy (EHB) energies were found as -2.05 and -7.31 
kcal/mol for –CH…OH and –OH…C=O interactions, correspondingly. 
QTAIM calculations propose that the hydrogen bonding 
interactions mainly and more strongly occur at the –OH…C=O edge. 
It was also observed that EHB energies altered in different ways that 
either increased or decreased or stayed constant depending on the 
site where the hydrogen bondings (HBs) were observed Table 2. 
 

 

Table 1.  Some topological parameters of BCPs for gas phase calculations. 

  Type O…BCP BCP…H D ρ(r) 2(r) H(r) -G/V EHB 

C1 
O44-H45…O33 1.210 0.686 1.896 0.0281 0.0910 -0.0003 0.987 -7.31 

C35-H40…O32 1.543 1.064 2.607 0.0068 0.0246 0.0009 1.205 -2.05 

C2 
C39-H43…O33 1.431 0.937 2.368 0.0120 0.0378 0.0005 1.059 -2.67 

O32-H16…O44 1.193 0.658 1.851 0.0313 0.0984 -0.0010 0.962 -8.35 

C3 
O44-H45…O33 1.190 0.654 1.844 0.0350 0.1075 -0.0015 0.950 -9.35 

O32-H16…O44 1.192 0.654 1.846 0.0338 0.1019 -0.0017 0.941 -9.04 

C4 
O32-H16…O49 1.140 0.597 1.737 0.0411 0.1289 -0.0011 0.968 -10.82 

C50-H53…O33 1.381 0.896 2.277 0.0146 0.0455 0.0003 1.028 -3.39 

C5 

C6-H30…C38 1.878 1.541 3.419 0.0031 0.0096 0.0019 1.462 -0.41 

C50-H51…O32 1.637 1.148 2.785 0.0056 0.0206 0.0009 1.273 -1.04 

N46-H47…O32 1.330 0.819 2.149 0.0168 0.0550 -0.0002 0.986 -4.39 

C38-H42…O32 1.691 1.211 2.902 0.0043 0.0165 0.0009 1.391 -0.72 

C6 

C6-H30…C38 1.806 1.308 3.114 0.0037 0.0114 0.0022 1.467 -0.47 

C50-H51…O33 1.574 1.123 2.697 0.0063 0.0230 0.0009 1.231 -1.22 

N46-H47…O33 1.275 0.763 2.038 0.0218 0.0668 -0.0004 0.978 -5.65 

C38-H42…O33 1.679 1.211 2.890 0.0046 0.0179 0.0010 1.400 -0.78 
BCP: bond critical point (Å), D: bond length (Å), ρ(r): electron density (a.u.), ▽2ρ(r): Laplacian of the electron density, H(r): electron 

energy density (a.u.), G(r): electron kinetic energy density, V(r): electron potential energy density (a.u.), EHB: hydrogen bonding 
energy (kcal/mol). 
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Table 2.  Some topological parameters of BCPs for water media calculations. 

BCP: bond critical point (Å), D: bond length (Å), ρ(r): electron density (a.u.), ▽2ρ(r): Laplacian of the electron density, H(r): electron 
energy density (a.u.), G(r): electron kinetic energy density, V(r): electron potential energy density (a.u.), EHB: hydrogen bonding 
energy (kcal/mol). 

 
Figure 1. Optimized structure and molecular topography map of C1. 

 

In the interpretation of topological analysis, the electron density ρ(r) and Laplacian of electron density ∇2ρ(r) are very 
important parameters to understand the nature of molecular interactions. Moreover, the ratio of the kinetic electron energy 
density to the potential electron energy density G(r) / |V(r)| can also be used to analyze the bonding interactions. According 
to Rozas et. al, if ∇2ρ(r)>0 and H(r)>0 then HB can be considered as weak. Further, if ∇2ρ(r)>0 and H(r)<0 then HB interaction 
is supposed to be medium [29]. Therefore, for C1 conformer at the –CH…OH edge the strength of HB appears as weak, at the 
–OH…C=O edge it can be regarded as having medium strength. The G(r) / |V(r)| ratio with a value of slightly smaller than 1 
(0.987) also refers to a medium type HB interactions for the –OH…C=O edge. 

It is also possible to observe the interaction edges by following vibrational frequency shifts at the interacted edges. There 
are four stretching vibrations at the interaction edges. These are CH&OH of PCM and OH&C=O of IBP. They are shifted around 
10, 159, 23 and 31 cm-1, respectively. It is seen that the largest frequency shift appeared at –OH…C=O edge which is previously 
discussed as having where the medium strength HB interactions occur. 

Conformer C2 
The optimized structure and the interaction sites for IBP and PCM for C2 are given in Figure 2. NBO charges of C2 at the 

interaction edges were found as +0.273 / -0.637 for –CH / –C=O and -0.721 / +0.516 for –OH / –OH. Eb energies were calculated 
as -10.56 and -6.69 kcal/mol correspondingly. In Figure 2, the molecular topography map of the system can also be seen. For 
C2, two possible intermolecular HBs were taken into account. The first one is between the hydrogen of the –CH in the ring of 
PCM and the oxygen of –C=O in IBP. The second one is between –OHs of PCM and IBP. EHB energies were found as -2.67 and 
-8.35 kcal/mol for –CH…–C=O and –OH…–OH interactions, respectively. According to QTAIM findings, HB interactions more 
strongly occur at the –OH…–OH edge. For –CH…–C=O interactions ∇2ρ(r) and H(r) were found as positive. Thus, HB can be 
considered as weak at this edge. As for the  –OH…–OH edge while ∇2ρ(r) were found as positive, H(r) appeared as negative. 
Henceforth, HB interaction is supposed to be medium. The G(r) / |V(r)| ratio for the related edges also suggest that medium 
type HB interactions for the –OH…–OH edge (0.962) and a weak type of HB for –CH…–C=O edge (1.059). 

 Type O…BCP BCP…H D (r) 2(r) H(r) -G/V EHB 

C1 O44-H45…O33 1.619 0.647 2.266 0.0334 0.1067 -0.0007 0.975 -8.79 

C35-H40…O32 1.544 1.060 2.604 0.0071 0.0252 0.0008 1.174 -1.44 

C2 C39-H43…O33 1.481 0.984 2.465 0.0010 0.0321 0.0007 1.104 -2.10 

O32-H16…O44 1.778 0.635 2.413 0.0347 0.1069 -0.0013 0.956 -9.19 

C3 O44-H45…O33 1.193 0.656 1.849 0.0346 0.1058 -0.0014 0.952 -9.19 

O32-H16…O44 1.203 0.663 1.866 0.0323 0.0971 -0.0016 0.941 -8.63 

C4 O32-H16…O49 1.120 0.571 1.691 0.0467 0.1430 -0.0019 0.952 -12.39 

C50-H53…O33 1.479 0.989 2.468 0.0101 0.0330 0.0006 1.087 -2.16 

C5 C38-H42…C6 1.935 1.491 3.426 0.0023 0.0072 0.0014 1.400 -0.31 

C50-H51…O32 1.639 1.147 2.786 0.0054 0.0206 0.0010 1.313 -1.00 

N46-H47…O32 1.309 0.797 2.106 0.0182 0.0593 -0.0002 0.987 -4.77 

C38-H42…O32 1.653 1.166 2.819 0.0050 0.0188 0.0010 1.357 -0.88 

C6 C38-H42…C6 1.935 1.491 3.426 0.0021 0.0066 0.0013 1.444 -0.28 

C50-H51…O33 1.579 1.115 2.694 0.0064 0.0236 0.0010 1.256 -1.22 

N46-H47…O33 1.248 0.733 1.981 0.0245 0.0769 -0.0006 0.971 -7.53 

C38-H42…O33 1.619 1.152 2.771 0.0055 0.0205 0.0010 1.313 -1.00 
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Figure 2. Optimized structure and molecular topography map of C2 

 
In the C2 again, there are four stretching vibrations at 

the interaction sites. These are CH&OH of PCM and 
C=O&OH of IBP. They are shifted around 12, 8, 63 and 192 
cm-1 correspondingly. The largest frequency shift was 
observed at –OH…–OH edge which confirms where the 
medium strength HB interactions occur. 

Conformer C3 
The optimized structure for C3 is given in Figure 3. NBO 

charges of C3 at the interaction sites were found as +0.512 
/ -0.659 for –OH / –C=O and -0.744 / +0.516 for –OH / –OH.  
Eb energies were calculated as -13.60 and -7.59 kcal/mol, 

respectively. In Figure 3, the molecular topography map of 
the system is given. Two possible HBs were suggested 
between OH of PCM and OH&C=O of IBP. EHB energies were 
found as -9.35 and -9.04 kcal/mol for –OH…–C=O and –
OH…–OH interactions respectively. QTAIM findings 
propose that HB interactions almost occur at the same 
strength for both interaction sites. Both interaction sites 
yielded positive ∇2ρ(r) and negative H(r) values. Thus, HB 
interactions can be considered as medium strength. The 
G(r) / |V(r)| ratios were found slightly smaller than 1 for 
both edges also indicating the medium type of HB 
interactions.

 

 
Figure 3. Optimized structure and molecular topography map of C3. 

 
In the C3 conformer, taking the oxygen atom of PCM at 

the center, symmetric and antisymmetric vibrations were 
observed (Figure 4). The frequency shifts for OH of PCM were 
observed as 285 and 377 cm-1 for symmetric and 

antisymmetric vibrations correspondingly. C=O stretching 
vibrations of PCM was also shifted around 95 cm-1 upon 
interaction. Further, the frequency shifts for OH of IBP were 
calculated as 214 and 306 cm-1, respectively. 

 

 
Figure 4. Symmetric and antisymmetric vibrational behavior of hydroxyl groups and their vibrational spectroscopic infrared bands.  
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Conformer C4 
The optimized structure of C4 is given in Figure 5. NBO 

charges of C4 at the interaction edges were found as -0.670 
/ +0.517 for –C=O / –OH and +0.293 / -0.650 for –CH3 / –C=O. 
The obtained Eb energies (gas/water) were found as -13.75 
and -9.23 kcal/mol, respectively. In Figure 5, the molecular 
topography map of the system is also given. For this 
configuration, two possible intermolecular HBs seem 
possible. The first one is between the oxygen of the carbonyl 
group in PCM and the hydrogen of the hydroxyl group in IBP. 
The second possibility is between one of the hydrogens in the 
methyl group of PCM and the oxygen of the carbonyl group 
in IBP. EHB energies were found as -10.82 and -3.39 kcal/mol 

for –C=O…-OH and –CH3…–C=O interactions, respectively. It 
is clearly seen that HB interaction occurs primarily at the –
C=O…–OH site where the ∇2ρ(r) is positive and H(r) is 
negative addressing a medium type of interaction. At the 
same site the G(r) / |V(r)| ratio was found as 0.968 which 
confirms the previous assumption for the medium type HB 
connections. With both positive ∇2ρ(r) and H(r) values and a 
G(r) / |V(r)| ratio larger than 1 the –CH3…–C=O edge shows 
weak HB interactions. The largest vibrational shift with a 
value of 405 cm-1 in the infrared spectrum was observed with 
–OH of IBP which indicates that the strongest HB interactions 
occurs at –C=O…–OH site. 

 

 
Figure 5. Optimized structure and molecular topography map of C4. 

 

Conformer C5 
The optimized structure for C5 is presented in Figure 

6. NBO charges of C5 at the interaction edges were 
observed as -0.739 / +0.430 for –OH / –NH with Eb 
energies of -6.73 and -3.37 kcal/mol for gas phase and 
water media calculations, respectively. For C5, four 
intermolecular HBs were suggested by the topography 
map (Figure 6). However, if Table 1 is examined, it is seen 
that three of them is very weak in strength. The strongest 

HB based on the EHB evaluations was identified between –
NH of PCM and –OH of IBP. EHB energy for this site was 
found as –4.39 kcal/mol with positive ∇2ρ(r) and slightly 
negative H(r) (-0.0002) and with slightly smaller than 1 
(0.986) G(r) / |V(r)| ratio indicating that the HB interaction 
is somewhere between medium and weak. The largest 
vibrational frequency shift in the infrared spectrum was 
observed with –NH of PCM with a value of 46 cm-1. 

 

 
Figure 6. Optimized structure and molecular topography map of C5. 
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Conformer C6 
NBO charges of C6 at the interaction edges were found 

as -0.638 / +0.438 for –C=O / –NH as can be seen in Figure 
7. For gas and water media, Eb energies were found at -
8.00 and -3.93 kcal/mol, respectively. C6 shows again four 
possible intermolecular HB interactions (Figure 7) but only 
HB between –C=O of IBP and –NH of PCM with EHB energy 

of -5.65 kcal/mol seems strong (Table 1). In this 
interaction site ∇2ρ(r) was found as positive and H(r) 
appeared as negative with a G(r) / |V(r)| ratio slightly 
smaller than one (0.978) indicating nearly a medium type 
of HB interaction. The largest vibrational frequency shift 
in the infrared spectrum of C6 was observed with –NH of 
PCM with a value of 165 cm-1. 

 

 
Figure 7. Optimized structure and molecular topography map of C6. 

 
Structure–Activity Relationship 
DFT was also used to search the relationships between 

biological activity and structure which are based on the 
fundamental hypothesis that biological properties are 
functions of the molecular structure [11, 30]. As an 
example, the antibacterial activity is related to the 
function of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 
(LUMO). Compounds which have low LUMO energy are 
more highly motivated to accept electrons than those 
with higher energy since incoming electrons are received 
in LUMO. LUMO energies of C1-C6 conformers were found 
as -0.786 (-0.484), -0.152 (-0.299), -0.434 (-0.472), -0.395 
(-0.451), -0.607 (-0.481) and -0.731 (-0.570) eV 
correspondingly (water) while the energies of LUMO for 
IBP and PCM were observed as -0.563 (-0.350) and -0.074 
(-0.200).  C1 has the lowest LUMO energy in the gas phase 
whereas C6 has the lowest value in water. In addition, C1 
and C6 have also lower LUMO energies in gas and water 
medium as compared to all the other conformers studied 
in this work. Thus, one can conclude the C1 or C6 
conformers show higher biological activities. 

Band gap (Eg) energies between the highest occupied 
and lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (HOMO-LUMO) 
of C1-C6 conformers were found as 4.045 (4.947), 5.507 
(5.458), 5.088 (5.223), 5.348 (5.303), 4.741 (5.065) and 

4.446 (4.933) eV correspondingly (water) while the 
energies of LUMO for IBP and PCM were observed as 
6.118 (6.213) and 5.403 (5.402). The values of the lowest 
Eg of C1-C6 conformers show same trends with the LUMO 
energies. 

Physicochemical properties and druglikeness 
The physicochemical properties give a global 

description of the structures of compounds.  
Bioavailability radar of the compounds displays a rapid 
evaluation of druglikeness. As seen in Table 3 and Figure 
8, the bioavailability radar includes six physicochemical 
properties [28, 31]. In Figure 8, the pink area represents 
the optimal range of these properties and the red line 
represents the properties of the compounds. The red lines 
of IBP…PCM system are in the range of the pink area. 
Therefore, we can conclude that the interacted 
compounds are orally predicted bioavailable. 
Furthermore, druglikeness was established based on the 
physicochemical properties to find oral drug candidates 
[28]. There are five different rule-based filters which are 
defined as follows: (1) Lipinski’s filter includes molecular 
weight ≤ 500, MLOGP (lipophilicity) ≤ 4.15, hydrogen bond 
acceptors ≤ 10, and hydrogen bond donors ≤ 5 [32]. (2) 
Ghose’s filter includes 160 ≤ molecular weight ≤ 480, −0.4 
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≤ WLOGP (lipophilicity) ≤ 5.6, 40 ≤ the molar refractivity ≤ 
130, and 20 ≤ number of atoms ≤ 70 [33]. (3) Veber’s filter 
includes the number of rotatable bonds ≤ 10 and the total 
polar surface area ≤ 140 [34]. (4) Egan’s filter includes 
WLOGP (Lipophilicity) ≤ 5.88 and the total polar surface 
area ≤ 131.6 [35]. (5) Muegge’s filter includes 200 ≤ 
molecular weight ≤ 600, −2 ≤ XLOGP3 (lipophilicity) ≤ 5, 
the total polar surface area ≤ 150, the number of rings ≤ 

7, the number of carbon > 4, the number of heteroatoms 
> 1, the number of rotatable bonds ≤15, the hydrogen 
bond acceptors ≤10, and the hydrogen bond donors ≤ 5 
[36]. The result of drug-likeness evaluation of IBP…PCM is 
also shown in Figure 8 and we can conclude that IBP…PCM 
system fulfil all requirements of Lipinski, Ghose, Veber, 
Egan and Muegge rules.

 
Table 3. Physicochemical properties, lipophilicity and solubility of IBP…PCM. 
Properties Bioavailability IBP…PCM 

Molecular weight Size (between 150 and 500 g/mol) 357.44 

Heavy atom  26 

Arom. heavy atom  12 

Fraction Csp3 Saturation (not less than 0.25) 0.33 

Rotatable Bond Flexibility (not more than 9) 6 

H-Bond acceptor  4 

H-Bond donor  3 

Molar refractivity  104.96 

Polar surface area Polarity (between 20 and 130 Å2) 86.63 

Lipophilicity   

MLOGP  3.12 

WLOGP  4.23 

XLOGP3 Lipophilicity (between -0.7 and +5.0) 4.24 

Water Solubility Solubility (log S not higher than 6)  

ESOL  -4.67 

ALI  -5.77 

SILICOS-IT  -3.44 

 

Figure 8. Bioavailability radar of IBP…PCM. 

 

Conclusions 
 

A detailed DFT, NBO charge and QTAIM investigations 

of PCM interacted IBP were carried out. The stabilities 

based on the binding energies of the PCM&IBP system 

decreased in water media calculations. C4 appeared as 

the most stable conformer based on the results of Eb and 

EHB calculations in both environments. Further, all of the 

results obtained indicate that the strength of the 

interactions occurs at the physisorption level. In general, 

it was observed that as the interaction strength increases 

the larger vibrational frequency shifts were observed in 

the vibrational frequencies of molecular fragments at the 

interaction sites. The findings of this work are supposed to 

enlighten further biological activity studies of PCM and IBP 

combinations. Among the six configurations, C1 and C6 

showed better biological activity.  The field is further open 

for pharmacokinetics and clinic studies. It is also worth to 

note that combinations of IBP and PCM showed lower 

LUMO values indicating that the activity of combinations 

of these drugs is higher when they are used together. The 

drug-likeness study revealed that the interacted 

compounds (IBP…PCM) fulfill all requirements of Lipinski, 

Ghose, Veber, Egan, and Muegge rules and IBP…PCM is 

predicted orally bioavailable. These preliminary results 

provide the lead for the design of more potent and 

selective covid drugs. 
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